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Whose streets?
Our streets!
“Whose streets? Our streets!” Although this slogan
emerged out of the burgeoning Gay Rights Movement
of the late ‘60’s and early ‘70’s, it has more recently
been claimed by transgender, lesbian, gay, bisexual,
Two Spirit, queer and questioning (TLGBTSQQ) youth in
the fight to preserve the Christopher Street pier and
the streets of the West Village as a safe space for our
community.
In 2005, FIERCE launched our Safe Space
Saves Lives campaign to ensure that the needs of LGBT
youth of color were not forgotten in the wake of the
development of the Christopher Street pier. Our overall
demands to Community Board 2, the Hudson River
Park Trust, and residents were simple: acknowledge
that LGBT youth of color as an important part of the
West Village Community and and allow our voices to be
heard in the pier development process. FIERCE members have worked hard over the past two years to gain
a seat at the negotiating table over the future of the
pier. FIERCE was once seen as a group of unwelcomed
outsiders. Through consistent attendance at Community Board 2 meetings and building relationships with
LGBT organizations and West Village residents, FIERCE
members have transformed that image into one of
sharp and strategic young people who have a real voice

and stake in shaping public policy. With this hard work
has come concrete victories. Among many other victories, FIERCE successfully eliminated the $25,000 fee
charged to mobile service vans doing outreach on the
pier and our campaign platform has been endorsed by
21 LGBT organizations across New York City. Although
the majority of West Village residents have become
increasingly sympathetic towards FIERCE’s campaign
over the years, there unfortunately remains a small
but vocal minority who continue to see the presence of
LGBT youth of color
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saying that this is not a political issue when the political
divide is so clear: on one side you have mostly white,
mostly straight, mostly older people with money and on
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From the Co-Directors
Welcome to the FIERCE newsletter!
2006 has been a year of tremendous growth. As
we prepare to enter our seventh year as a more
established organization, we have plenty of
exciting updates to share with you: our
community of supporters.
The most significant update is our new staffing
structure. In 2005 we brought on Interim
Director Raquel Laviña who helped us carry
Raque
out the successful transition of our Founding
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Director, Jesse Ehrensaft-Hawley. Raquel’s
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invaluable organizational development experience helped
, Glo R
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us establish our new Co-Director structure and a long-term leadership
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development plan to ensure staffing from within our constituency. We owe many thanks
to Jesse and Raquel for laying down a strong organizational foundation for us to continue moving
forward. With our combined seven years working with FIERCE as former program staff, we are now
comfortably settled into our new roles as Co-Directors. We look forward to supporting FIERCE on our current
path of steady growth and long-term stability.
In other staffing news, we are thrilled to welcome Glo Ross to the FIERCE mix. Glo was recently awarded the
New York City Social Justice Fellowship, through which she will be heading up our leadership development
efforts. Long-time member turned staff, Angel Seda, continues to hold down our membership base-building
efforts on the Pier, Christopher Street, and at LGBT youth service organizations. Angel and Glo pack a great12 program punch, anchoring some of the most vital areas of our work. We are certain their work will carry us
into another year of expanding our membership base, where new dynamic leaders will emerge and leverage
more campaign victories.
Look through the pages of our first newsletter where you will find updates on our current campaign, leadership development programs, exciting spotlights on our member leaders, and introductions to our new Board
members. You can plan on seeing a newsletter from FIERCE twice a year so you can keep up on our exciting
campaign activities, upcoming events, and opportunities to support our work.
We would like to thank all of our committed supporters who continue to make our work possible. As we head
into 2007 with rising strength and optimism, we would like to ask you to increase your commitment to FIERCE.
The need to build strong membership organizations has never been more critical than now. In these increasingly challenging times here in New York City and around the world, we find hope in the emerging power of our
member leaders who fearlessly challenge oppression and inequality every day.
In Solidarity and With Love,

Bran Fenner & Rickke Mananzala

It is our duty to fight
for our freedom.
It is our duty to win.
We must love each other
and protect each other.
We have nothing to lose but our chains.

- Assata Shakur

Meet our new
board members!
FIERCE is pleased to introduce our four new
board members. They bring a diverse set
of experiences and skills to their work with
FIERCE and we are thrilled to be working
with them.
Bob Alotta: Bob is a native New Yorker
and former “queer kid running around the
city.” She most recently worked at Columbia
University’s School of the Arts where she
raised over two million dollars. Bob has a
background as a media activist and looks
forward to working with FIERCE on fundraising and PR activities.
Nicole Davis: Nicole is a West Village
native who feels strongly that queer youth of
color should not be pushed out of her neighborhood by the invasion of straight, rich,
white yuppies. She worked as an organizer
for many years and is currently pursuing a
Masters in Social Work at Hunter College.
Thomas Lax: Born and raised in NYC,
Thomas J is a freedom lover committed to
radical sexual politics, economic justice and
revolution as a collective and everyday practice. Thomas is a former FIERCE member
who worked on police harassment documentation.
Karen Williams: Karen came to NYC
in 2003 from Chicago. A graduate student
in Cultural Anthropology, Karen has worked
with incarcerated and formerly incarcerated
youth and adults, poor and working class
peoples, and cultural activists. She looks
forward to helping FIERCE with the nitty-gritty
details of program, staff and board evaluation.

WHOSE STREETS? OUR STREETS!
continued from page 1

the other you have young, queer, low-income people
of color.” Nicole’s testimony was interrupted so frequently with taunts
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overcrowding on Christopher Street have had a positive impact. The Door, a service organization that works
with youth (gay and straight) has trained late-night
outreach workers on the pier who have been escorting
youth to the subways
[for the youths’ own
protection) and paying
their fare. The Door
has also extended their
hours until 10pm two
nights a week and on
Saturday afternoons.
Magdalene Martinez,
a FIERCE member and
peer outreach worker
for The Door, testified
to the importance of
keeping the Christopher Street pier a safe
photo by Sophia Wallace
space for LGBT youth.
“I do outreach work on the pier and I am a eyewitness
to the fact that there is a low noise level and no unruly
behavior by the youth.” Referring to low crime rates in
response to racially charged comments by residents
that suggested otherwise, Magdalene added, “... the
pier is a place where we share our experiences, our
spirits and our lives.”

FIERCE has received over 20 media hits this year.
Go to www.fiercenyc.org/about_fierce/press.html
to read more about how FIERCE has shifted
the public debate through our campaign.

SPOTLIGHT ON FIERCE MEMBERS:
Cynthia McBride & Lisa Weir
Cynthia McBride doesn’t know why it took her a full year to join FIERCE after she first heard about the organization, but she’s glad she finally did. “I first met Angel [FIERCE organizer] on April 11, 2005 at the mayoral
candidate forum which took place at the Center. After a bunch of us from Generation Q interrupted the Q&A
to demand a meeting with the mayor so we could directly tell him our stories of harassment and bullying in
schools, Angel came up to me, gave me his card and
invited me and the group to drop by FIERCE. When I
finally did I was so unbelievably glad! It was just what
I needed; another beautiful, diverse, radical group of
color in my life. I knew I was hooked forever.”
A 19-year-old lesbian of color, Cynthia grew up in a
small town in South Carolina, “and I continue to grow
up in Astoria, Queens.” Cynthia juggles the many
pressures of school, work and her community activism through her involvement with FIERCE, the Door,
Project Reach, and
Knowledge & Cynthia at a Community Board 2 MEETING
“The ongoing struggle
Generation Q, an LGBT
for peace and justice
youth drop-in center in Queens. “Coming from such a small town, I would never
has kept me involved
imagine the forms of support I now have. If it weren’t for FIERCE and the rest
with FIERCE. During
of the organizations I’m involved with, I don’t know what state of mind I’d be in
meetings I find the
and how I’d continue to fight for such necessary rights.”
support and strength
I need to keep moving.”
Among those necessary rights, Cynthia highlights poverty
and homelessness as two of the biggest issues confronting queer youth in New York City. “These issues of
course stem to and from other terrible problems and this cycle for queer youth never ends. I would love to
see FIERCE expand and reach even more youth in our community. I don’t think the staff at FIERCE who work
so hard to make sure we’re protected and represented even know the immense effect they’ve had on my life.”
“Everything about FIERCE is unique and special to me. In every meeting, action, or during
outreach there are never people of the same ethnicity, age, or general background. We’re
all so unique and amazing and we come from so many walks of life. The ongoing struggle for
peace and justice has kept me involved with FIERCE. During meetings I find the support
and strength I need to keep moving. Whenever I think things are falling down around
me socially I think about FIERCE and realize that it’s worth the fight.”

FIERCE members and allies from the Y.E.S. Program, Gay Men’s Health Crisis, and the Sylvia Rivera Law Project
cheer a FIERCE member’s public testimony at December ‘05 Communit Board 2 hearing
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In Solidarity an

Lisa Weir

Are you an LGBT youth
of color age 13 - 24?
INTERESTED IN BECOMING
A FIERCE MEMBER?
Contact 646.336.6789, ext. 105
or check us out on line at
www.fiercenyc.org/
about_fierce/support.html

Lisa at the 2006 Education for Liberaiton Project 2 Graduation

Education for Liberation Project (ELP)
2006 accomplishments!
The Education for Liberation Project is FIERCE’s paid internship program for members focusing on political education and organizing skills.
ELP1: ELP1 raises the capacity of young people to understand the world around them. Members involved with
ELP1 find strength in finding the words to describe their oppression in a larger context and in connecting with
other youth interested in changing their lives. ELP1 participants engage in FIERCE’s regular street outreach,
learning how to talk to their peers and inspire them to action. We completed the 5th cycle of ELP1 in June ‘06;
five of the eight graduates successfully moved on to ELP2.
ELP2: ELP2 advances interns’ knowledge in both critical thinking and organizing skills. ELP2 offers comprehensive political education on the history of international social change movements, case studies of various community organizing efforts domestically, and local New York City political processes. ELP2 participants also engage in
organizing skills trainings on topics like campaign development, street outreach, one-on-ones, and media advocacy. During the past two ELP2 cycles, our membership base has tripled. We completed our 5th cycle of ELP2
this past September, with all 8 graduates committing to staying active leaders of FIERCE.
ELP3: In the winter of 2005 we piloted ELP3, also known as Organizers-in-Training (OITs), an even deeper cut
at organizing skills. The political education in this cycle challenges the participant’s critical thinking skills. During
ELP3 interns shadowed FIERCE staff and took responsibility for an aspect of the program with the intention of
honing full-time organizing skills. Our 2nd cycle of ELP3 is coming up this winter.

Congratulations to 2006 ELP2 graduates!
Paola Volquez
Tony Aguilar
Jasmine Mejia
Dee Lugo

Keith Mitchell
Troy Custus
Lisa Weir
Nai Fowler

building the movement in New York City
FIERCE is involved with several coalitions and networks that help us advance broader work to benefit
our constituency and communities of color in New York City. We are involved with the NYC Association of Homeless and Street Involved Youth Organizations and the Queers for Economic Justice
network. Through our participation in these two groupings, we have helped to advance successful
collective efforts in getting more housing and social service resources for homeless and low-income
TLGBTSQQ youth. FIERCE is also a participating organization in the Movement Resource Initiative
(MRI). MRI is a network of 10 grassroots people of color-led organizations seeking to share and
develop social justice movement-building strategies in New York City.

FIERCE had FUN in the FIGHT this SUMMER!
Monthly “Base-building” Events:
FIERCE holds monthly “base-building” events that bring in members and potential members in social settings
while engaging our constituency on the need for safe public space and how to join the struggle with FIERCE.
We held 12 events this year, reaching over 1000 LGBT youth of color. Below are a few major highlights:
Noah’s Arc:
In collaboration with the Y.E.S. Program we brought together over 200 LGBT youth for a special screening of the
second season premier of the popular sitcom on Logo,
Noah’s Arc. The writer and actors of Noah’s Arc joined us
in a packed room at the LGBT Community Center, where
young people got to talk about the importance of having a
show that represents the lives of LGBT people of color.
LGBT youth of color
Cruise the Hudson River:
As a result of our successful campaign efforts, FIERCE was
FIERCE members and staff & Y.E.S. Program staff
with writer and actors from Noah’s Arc
able to secure more LGBT youth programming on the Christopher Street Pier. This past summer, the Friends of Hudson River Park
donated a boat cruise specifically for LGBT youth members of FIERCE. 300 LGBT youth joined us for a boat
cruise with a DJ, food, performers, and dancing starting from the Christopher Street Pier, going up and down
the Hudson River. Members got to enjoy themselves and experience the power of organizing.

office wish list

If you or your organization has any of
these items available, please consider an
in-kind donation to FIERCE of the following:
• Reams of paper & cardstock
• Pens
• Notebooks
• Macintosh compatible scanner
• Digital camera
• Digital camcorder
• Sony mini-disc recorder
• Blank CDRs & DVDRs
• Butcher pad / flip charts
• Lounge chair in good condition
• Small refrigerator
• Toaster oven or microwave
• Paper shredder
Contact 646.336.6789 x103 if you
can donate any of these items.

FIERCE would like to thank the
following foundations for
supporting our work:
Andrus Family Fund
Astraea Lesbian Foundation for Justice
Funding Exchange
Hazen Foundation
Hill-Snowdon Foundation
Merck Family Fund
New York Foundation
New York City Social Justice Fellowship
North Star Fund
Queer Youth Fund
Third Wave Foundation
Union Square Awards
Valentine Fund of the Tides Foundation
NEWSLETTER CREDITS
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FIERCE!
437 West 16th St., Lower Level
New York NY 10011
www.fiercenyc.org
646.336.6789

fabulous independent educated radicals for community empowerment

a community organization for Transgender, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Two Spirit, Queer and Questioning Youth of Color in New York City

the stipend of 1 member leader to
go through our 12-week organizing
internship to forward FIERCE’s
base-building & campaign work
the cost of making signs, t-shirts,
and food for members participating
in 3 campaign actions
the metrocard costs of 1 member
coming and going from a 10-week
internship & membership activities
1 month of outreach materials
reaching potential members who
hang out on the Pier & Christopher St.

the cost of food for a monthly
Membership Meeting

$1000 			
				
				
				
$500				
				
				
$250				
				
				
$100				
				
				

$50 				
				

Your contribution of….	Pays for…

FIERCE’s work could not happen without the support from people like
you. Please consider a tax-deductible contribution to help us continue
to fight for the rights of LGBT youth of color across New York City.

We need your help!

